
Previous: 7,932.2 PSEi change: -0.21%

High: 7,932.7 Best: SM +2.00%

Low: 7,893.0 2nd best: RRHI +1.90%

Close: 7,915.3 2nd worst: ICT -2.48%

Val. traded (mn): 3,658.8 Worst: JFC -3.21%

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months -0.0200 3.2210 5 years -0.0020 4.4390

6 months -0.0060 3.4970 7 years -0.0070 4.5870

1 year -0.0070 3.6970 10 years -0.0100 4.7800

2 years -0.0040 4.0310 20 years -0.0140 5.0990

3 years -0.0010 4.1910 30 years -0.0220 5.0760

4 years - 4.3310

Previous Close Previous Close

PHP/USD 52.260 52.200 EUR/USD 1.1025 1.1044

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months -0.0412 1.9307 5 years +0.0186 1.6762

6 months -0.0156 1.8908 10 years -0.0052 1.7961

2 years +0.0373 1.7621 30 years -0.0260 2.2420

Philippine peso

September 19, 2019

LOCAL MARKETS

Key Events PSEi Snapshot

Equities

Bond Market Movement

Fixed Income

Local equities continued to decline amid risk aversion on geopolitical concerns, while fixed income yields were steady despite anticipation of a rate cut from the

Fed. Meanwhile, the Philippine Peso strengthened amid Fed rate cut expectations.

Foreign Exchange

OVERSEAS MARKETS

Global Markets

US Treasuries

Global equities moved mixed as investors digested the US Federal Reserve's latest monetary policy move. The Fed cut its interest rate by 25 bps to a target range

of 1.75% to 2.00%. The Fed also kept its previous statement that the interest rate cuts are only mid-cycle adjustments, suggesting that further cuts are not

guaranteed. Consequently, the US Treasury yields moved lower and the US Dollar strengthened on the back of the same developments. 

 Local fixed income yields barely moved from yesterday’s decline ahead of the 
rate cut anticipation from Fed. BSP Governor Diokno also reiterated yesterday 
that inflation setting remains the same despite recent oil attacks in Saudi. Yields 
went down by 0.85 bps DoD, on average, led by the long-end of the curve which 
fell 1.53 bps.  

 Local equities continued to decline on the back of risk aversion amid geopolitical 
and trade concerns which were further triggered by the recent attack on oil 
facilities in Saudi Arabia. The PSEi fell by -0.21% DoD closing at 7,915.29. 
Yesterday's decline was led by Jollibee Foods Corporation (PSE Ticker: JFC; -
3.21% DoD) followed by International Container Terminal Services, Inc (ICT; -
2.48%).  

 Manila Water Co., Inc. (PSE Ticker: MWC) and Maynilad Water Services, Inc. 
said that they will file motions for reconsideration in response to the Supreme 
Court decision that found the companies liable for fines for the violation of the 
Philippine Clean Water Act by Oct. 2. The companies said that they received a 
copy of the Supreme Court's decision en banc on the case, and that the secretary 
of the Department of Environment of Natural Resources is also a respondent in 
the case. 

 The Department of Transportation (DoTr) awarded the P734 billion Bulacan 
airport project to San Miguel Holdings Corp. on Wednesday (Sept. 18). San 
Miguel Group President Ramon S. Ang said that the company may start 
construction of the gateway, officially named New Manila International Airport, by 
December this year. San Miguel will be tapping foreign banks for project 
financing, with 70% to come from bank loans and 30% from equity. 
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 US equities slightly closed higher as the US Federal Reserve delivered the highly 
expected interest rate cut. Sentiment was buoyed by Fed Chairman Jerome 
Powell's statement that it is possible that the Fed will need to resume the organic 
growth of its balance sheet sooner than they thought. However, Powell emphasized 
that this does not mean a resumption of quantitative easing, a tool to increase 
liquidity and stimulate the economy. The DJIA closed at 27,147.08 (+0.13% DoD) 
while the S&P 500 ended at 3006.73 (+0.03% DoD). 

 Asian equities recovered as global oil prices fell on news that Saudi has already 
restored 50% of its lost production due to the recent attack on its oil facilities.The 
MSCI APxJ closed at 511.34 (+0.12% DoD). 

 European equities marginally moved as markets closed before the US Federal 
Reserve monetary policy decision. The MSCI Europe closed at 131.17 (-0.01% 
DoD). 

 US Treasury yields moved slightly lower as investors weighed the Fed's statement 
signaling that further cuts are not guaranteed. On average, yields declined by 0.53 
bps DoD, with the 2Y at 1.7621 (+3.73 bps DoD) and the 10Y at 1.7961 (-0.52 bps 
DoD). 

 The US Dollar strengthened as investors digested the Fed's latest monetary policy 
move. The DXY index closed at 98.5610 (+0.31% DoD). 

 The Philippine Peso continued to strengthen against greenback, as the market 
anticipated of another 25 bps policy rate cut from Fed, which was then approved 
hours after the market closed. The USD/PHP pair closed at 52.20 (-0.11% DoD).  


